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Defence did not adduce any evidence and at the end of the case prosecution moved to
amend the information; defence objected; arguments were offered; a Ruling was delivered; the
amendment

was allowed; the case was reopened; information was read anew; the accused

maintained his plea of not guilty; defence was given the possibility to have witness recalled for
cross examination; defence opted for no further evidence and the case was closed.
The case for the prosecution contains a number of irrelevant matters; a clear example
can be seen in the statements given by the accused which contain a number of matters which '.,
are irrelevant to the present case; I therefore address my mind to all what is relevant and
admissible

for the purpose of this trial. There is also the evidence of PS Luximon who has

clearly explained the procedures for obtaining a driving licence and it is clearly established, in
his out of court statements, that the accused did not comply with those procedures.
The version of accused can be seen in his out of court statements; among other things
said, accused made a full confession;
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with a view that latter to use his influence to facilitate the aCCUSedto obtain a
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Mootoosamy with a view for latter to use his influence to facilitate his wife, Mrs Sangitee Tooree,
to obtain a driving licence for latter.
"An adverse admission relevant to the issue of guilt may be admissible in criminal cases
as a confession. In order to be admissible the prosecution has to show that the confession had
been made voluntary ... " per Lord Sumner in the case of lbrahirn
court statements
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v R (1914) PC. The out of

and it was also made and recorded in

accordance with the provision of our law. I therefore hold the admission ottacts

made by the

accused in his out of court statements to be valid. The statements clearly establish the guilt of
accused in respect of both charges.
Counsel for the accused has lengthily offered submission on the alleged immunity which
accused should have benefitted and I reiterate my findings delivered in a previous ruling on that
Issue.
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and after having considered the submission of both counsels, this
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prosecution has proved its case beyond all reasonable doubt and I find
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